Subfemtomole enzyme immunoassay for human growth hormone using affinity chromatography and enzyme amplified detection.
An immunometric assay is described which allows fast detection of attomole amounts of an antigen. The sensitivity is 100 to 1000 times better than that of classical sandwich immunometric assays. Our system allowed the measurement of human growth hormone in the range of 0.1 amol to 100 fmol in a 4-h time period overall. A chromatography column is sequentially filled with two immunoaffinity resins: SP-M1--E1-Ab1 in the upper half and SP-M2--E2-Ab2 in the lower half, where Ab1 and Ab2 represent complementary antibodies reacting with the antigen to be assayed, E1 and E2 represent enzymes, M1 and M2 represent substances reacting reversibly with E1 and E2, respectively, and SP represents the chromatographic solid phase; the sign - represents covalent linkages and the sign--reversible linkages. The sample solution is passed through the column, resulting in binding of the antigen to the first encountered antibody, yielding the immobilized complex SP-M1--E1-Ab1--Ag. The M1 bound is then destabilized by washing with solution of agonist to M1. The freed complex is immediately trapped by the second antibody in the lower part of the column, resulting in the entity SP-M2--E2-Ab2--Ag--Ab1-E1. After a washing step, and amplified detection allows the measurement of the antigen through the activity of the enzyme E1. The antigen-antibody reactions occur in the presence of a very large excess of antibody. The continuous equilibrium displacement due to the chromatographic procedure enhances the yield of complex formation. These factors explain the extremely low levels (subattomole) capable of being detected with this original technique.